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The PMI Conference on Project Management
- A report
The 8th Annual PM Primer Session that was
held on 19th October, 2016 at NIMHANS
Convention Centre, Bangalore had an
abundant amount of knowledge as a take
away. The PM Primer program was launched
by PMI (Project Management Institute),
Bangalore Chapter with the objective of
orienting student community towards project
management concepts. The program covered various topics in Project Management
(including project management context and life cycle stages of any project).
PM Primer also touches upon the basic ten areas from the Project Management Body
of Knowledge. The program highlights some of the key general management
concepts used in organizing and leading teams, tracking progress, effective
communication and critical factors that influence successful project execution.
About 16 student executives from MPBIM
got this wonderful opportunity to be part of
such a conference which has its name in
providing global education for working
professionals who aspire to be successful
future Managers. The Primer kindled our
brains on the technicalities and challenges
in the project management subject and also
showed us the path of opportunities in the global arena. Not only that, we could also
meet and network with student executives from across 30 institutions from
Bangalore rural and urban area. More of such conferences and conclaves will help
students to learn and groom to be better professionals.
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PMI Bangalore India Chapter offers multiple platforms in Project Management skills
for Members, Corporates and Community at large. They address needs to Learn, to
Qualify and to Advance knowledge, aligned to career advancement of a Project
Manager. These platforms help grow knowledge with leveraged experience to
become more competent in PM’s career. MPBIM’s Student Executives Mamatha
Pallagatte and Sagar Singh won both 1st and 2nd Prizes in Essay Competition at the
PMI Primer Meet on 19th October 2016.

